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RMRK - 80%

RMRK is a set of standards on the Kusama blockchain which compose five "NFT lego" primitives.
Putting these legos together allows a user to create NFT systems of arbitrary complexity. Additionally,
by leveraging this logic and Kusama's multi-chain architecture, these NFTs are eternally liquid and
forward-compatible with as yet unannounced projects, and seamlessly portable to any connected
parachain.

Thanks to RMRK standards, custom messages get interpreted in a special way according to a
predetermined specification, adding value where there technically is none. The end result is NFTs and
other programmable features on a logic-less blockchain. RMRK 2.0 takes this concept further by
defining multi-chain standards for evolving, reactive, multi-resource conditional NFTs that go beyond
being digital-dust-gathering collectibles. RMRK is currently deployed on the Kusama Relay Chain but is
out-of-the-box compatible with Polkadot and any other Substrate-based chain. The RMRK protocol is
spearheaded by the RMRK Association, based in Zug, Switzerland.

The list of innovations that RMRK bring includes the following:

- Nested NFTs:  NFTs that can own other NFTs, and NFTs that can equip other NFTs to change their
output media. As an example, imagine an in-game character who owns a backpack, which in turn
owns some health potions. The character can also own and equip another NFT, a helmet.

- On-chain emotes: On-chain reactions, like you would expect when opening an emoji keyboard, sent to
any NFT. Any UI implementing this specification is able to show the full range of received emotes,
allowing for social mechanics and relative price discovery across NFTs.

- Multi-resource NFTs: NFTs are able to have different outputs, which can also depend on context. As
an example, an e-book can have a PDF resource, a cover resource, and an audio file resource. If you



load it into Audible, it can automatically play. If you load it into Kindle, it will open in reading mode.
And if you load it into an NFT environment which is limited in functionality, like one on Ethereum, you
get the default view - a cover image.

Other features include NFTs as DAOs, mixing two of the hottest topics in the space recently. As the
Polkadot ecosystem is slowly seeing the light, RMRK will probably end up playing a major
infrastructure role in the NFT space for the broader ecosystem.

seed investment price $1.5

current price $43.75

current market cap $415M

projects in the ecosystem

Persistence One - 78%
Persistence is an interoperable protocol built to facilitate the creation of next-gen financial products,
providing sovereign environments for decentralized/institutional finance applications to be developed
and operated. The Persistence tech stack provides the infrastructure to effectively bridge the realms
of DeFi and traditional finance in a variety of areas, whilst also enabling the creation of innovative
crypto-facing solutions to expand the DeFi and NFT sectors.

The Internet disintermediated the Media & Communications industry. Using HTTP, SMTP and TCP/IP
as the foundational layers, the cost of information exchange was significantly lowered. Persistence is



leveraging blockchain technology to facilitate seamless asset exchange. Using Web 3.0 protocols,
Persistence aims to enable and create a suite of bleeding edge financial products in niches ranging
from staking-as-a-service and tokenized real-world debt to digital art.

Persistence is working on several solutions for various use cases. Among them, the Persistence
Software Development Kit (SDK) is a set of standardized modules that can be used to model
marketplaces for the easy exchange of value. Modules of the SDK can be integrated into existing
applications. Alternatively, the modules can be used in different permutations and combinations to
spin up entirely new marketplaces.

Asset Mantle is an application implementing the minimum clique of PersistenceSDK modules
enabling interchain NFT definition, issuance, ownership transfer, and decentralized exchange, allowing
anyone to build their own NFT marketplace. Another one of the products being built is pStake,
allowing users to securely stake assets over multiple chains to earn staking rewards and receive 1:1
pegged staked representative tokens, which can be used in DeFi to generate additional yield.

seed investment price $0.15

current price $7.47

current market cap $452M

projects in the ecosystem
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